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Underpinning our curriculum is the work we do on supporting children’s connection to their
identity and central to this is the Aboriginal Flag. Not only do they know their flag and what
it means they use it as their guide to the way they live life. It is a concept of identity and is
used as a reflection tool for their behaviour, for the way they treat others, the land and their
commitment and respect to Bunjil our spirit creator on Wurundjeri Wilam Country. They see
the flag and identify this as a safe place or their place because they are represented. They
also see when the flag is not present and ask why Aboriginal people don’t go to that place. It
is more than a flag it is their identity, their support and guides the choices they make and
the way they live.
The current copyright and licensing agreement changes what the flag means to us and how
we use it as a teaching tool. It takes away the freedom and ownership and therefore it loses
its integrity. Without integrity it becomes null and void and takes away the key core value
of our teaching. The Flag is used at Bubup to unite all mobs together on Wurundjeri Wilam
land. This will have a huge impact on our children at Bubup because it removes their
collective identity and a guide for the rest of their lives.
The Aboriginal flag was created in the 70’s at a time when freedom and fighting for our
rights were at the forefront of the political agenda. Over this time, we have used the flag as
a symbol of respect and unity, everyone in this country and around the world know the flag
represents its Australia’s forgotten people. To have any agenda that dismisses the essence
of the flag will take away that sense of belonging.
No flag should be used to make a profit from, especially a flag that represented freedom
fighting and the right to be self-determining. The use of the Aboriginal flag was led by
people, which gave it our validity as a representation of Aboriginal identity. Then to use it as
tool to against us takes away our moral rights and the integrity and purpose of its original
intent.
However the situation is to be resolved the outcome must be free use of the flag for all, to
maintain the support and recognition by the users.
We urge you to ensure the flag remains free to everyone to use as a way to strengthen
identity and for our children as a way to live as young Aboriginal people.

Yours sincerely on behalf of the Board, Staff and Bubup Wilam community.

Lisa Thorpe
CEO.
Bubup Wilam Aboriginal Child and Family Centre
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Below are some reflections from our staff at Bubup Wilam when writing about what our
service means to them, our children and our families. Without even prompting the meaning
and importance of the Aboriginal flag in their letters is evident:
•
I feel proud to work with Bubup Wilam staff, families, and children. As an educator
my aim is to support children’s learning and development. Children and families feel proud
to come to Bubup Wilam. Every-morning when the children do flag raising and smoking
ceremony, we can see how proud the children are. At group-time the children say the
acknowledgment to country and know their mobs with such confidence.
•
I’ll never forget one of my first days on the bus with the children and seeing an
Aboriginal flag on a school I said “what does that flag mean” and one little girl said “that
means we can go there one day”.
•
I have worked at many mainstream centres and most have a globe of the world in
their centre, very rarely do they have the Aboriginal map of mobs and clans on their wall.
They may have some Aboriginal art or prints and an Aboriginal flag, but it never goes as
deep as it does at this centre. The reason I think this is important is because for a person to
be a productive member in society they need to feel a sense of belonging, knowing who they
are and a sense of pride for their culture. Like a strong tree has strong roots so does a strong
person with a strong culture behind them.
•
The Dja Dja Wurrung (2 year old room) children are so eager to lead the flag raising
ceremony and say their Acknowledgment to Country and when we ask children what their
mobs are they express their mob/s with such strength, joy and pride.
•
We teach these children about where they come from and who their mobs are and
what their family tree looks like and who they are related to. Talking to these children
everyday about Solidarity and what it means to them and us as educators and what the
colours mean on the Aboriginal flag mean the children thrive from this and take it to their
next journey up to the next room or to their primary school. The children thrive with
confidents and they become more independent of who they are and where they come from.
•
My role is to support children’s learning, development, and communication skills. It is
important for children to know where they have come from and their mobs. The children
show so much confidence when they are doing smoking ceremony and flag raising. Children
learn about their culture and history and our ceremonies. They feel very proud to be who
they are. We do Smoking ceremonies and flag raising here, kids proudly do these things.
•
I believe we are so important because we all work together to teach the children to
have self-determination and to have a strong proud Aboriginal identity in saying that we
have our mobs and maps which teaches the children about where they come from and who
they are, we have flag raising each morning and Acknowledge the Country that we live and
learn on every single day.
•
We have group time every day the children know their mobs off by heart they know
where they come from. The children know what the colours on the flag stand for, which is
incredible.

